VIRTUAL ACCOUNTS

TWO PRODUCTS, INFINITE SOLUTIONS

BNP Paribas’ maturity model
More than ever, treasury departments are looking to add value to strategies and operations at any level of the
organisation, from headquarters to subsidiaries or operating units. Consequently, treasury will have to invest in
new IT systems, operational structures and financial products to broaden the scope of its activities.
Several treasury maturity models and publications position virtualisation at the top end of the maturity
spectrum. They imply that virtualisation is the final investment in becoming the most mature treasury and
that the implementation of virtual account solutions is only fitting for big MNCs that already have very mature
treasuries. An early integration of Virtual IBAN and Virtual Accounts can not only remove hurdles in the typical
models, it can dramatically change our vision on pre-required investments and ROI.
The implementation of Virtual IBAN reduces reconciliation issues and closes the final DSO gap between receiving
funds and closing the outstanding receivable. The optimisation does not only reduce operational workload
it is also the first start of service improvement and working capital optimisation. Centralising the expertise,
technology and efficiency to offer it into a shared service centre can be implemented and organised more
efficiently by using Virtual Accounts. Organisations that already have an internal bank account structure can use
Virtual Accounts to publish it to the outside world and obtain an immediate cash allocation. We advise to start
early with the right virtual product for your treasury needs because it will boost your efficiency and maturity
beyond the classic curve due to better cash visibility, liquidity and centralisation which in return result in higher
ROI and will bring a higher added value to your company.
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Allow your treasury to evolve beyond the maturity curve and attain higher ROI and efficiencies with BNP Paribas’
Virtual Account offer. BNP Paribas is the bank for a changing world and we would love to see your treasury
evolving to the next level. Together we can make a change!
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Cash Management BNP Paribas

More info:
Contact your Cash Management Officer
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BNP Paribas pioneered its Virtual IBAN solution in 2013 in Europe and has since been leading the way to evolve to
a better virtual solution which supports real treasury challenges and ambitions. Inspired by treasury organisations
all over the world, BNP Paribas is building further to the most reliable and versatile virtual account management
solution that can be modelled to the transformation agenda of each treasury, geography or organisation. Treasury
consultancies, associations and companies have different opinions of the ideal treasury organisation and the
treasury roles depending on the country of domicile, industry, size and even personal style. Nevertheless there is a
clear intention to position treasury as key enabler of business strategy, and Virtual Accounts combined with finance
vision and expertise will unlock new opportunities to reach new ambitions.
Beyond the Marketing: To best fit the maturity and roadmap of any treasury organisation BNP Paribas has organised
its offer around two products that leverage the use of virtual accounts. The combination of the two products can
result in infinite structures to match your specific treasury needs.
Bruno Mellado
Global Head of Payments and Receivables
BNP Paribas Cash Management
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Figure 1: example of 3 possible virtual structures

Figure 3: Scheme of Virtual IBAN Solution

Virtual IBAN

Virtual Accounts

BNP Paribas’ Virtual IBAN uses the standardised
account number structure of each country to add
an additional attribute to the reconciliation process.
The Virtual IBAN account number is used in payment
instructions and on invoices for incoming funds and
transfers.
The flexible account structure provides possibilities
to identify a large number of payers and even
categorise them by customising the attribution to a
client, operating unit or both. BNP Paribas provides
a range of Virtual IBAN based on your needs. The
incoming transfer is mapped and directly booked on
your physical account at BNP Paribas because of the
information provided by the Virtual IBAN. By means of
the various account statement reporting formats that
BNP Paribas can operate, this information is passed
on to your ERP system and will ensure a 100% straight
through reconciliation of all incoming funds that used
the Virtual IBAN reference. In a centralised Treasury
this can intensify the use of Collection-On-Behalf-Of
(CoBo) structures.
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Reconciliation

Virtual Accounts at BNP Paribas are a smart
representation of funds and transactions on a physical
account of BNP Paribas. Virtual Accounts allows you
to make a virtual structure below the physical account
at BNP Paribas.
Using multiple Virtual Accounts allow the segregation
of funds of one physical account. It visualises all funds
in a comprehensible manner which incentivises a
centralisation of your treasury. Beyond giving insights
of the funds on the physical account, you can receive
and make payments with Virtual Accounts. Virtual
Accounts support and facilitate the use of PoBo and
CoBo. If your organisation is looking to implement
a CoBo structure – or if you are looking to optimise
receivables in such structure – you face the challenge
to allocate funds and maintain balance positions for
multiple legal entities. BNP Paribas’ Virtual Accounts
is a versatile solution that can replicate or even
improve your current bank account structure, while
centralising funds and optimising liquidity. If an
entity has already complied with Know Your Client
(KYC) and audit requirements for a single physical
account it will not have to do additional KYC or audit
requirements for Virtual Accounts, hence reducing the
administrative burden and costs.

To improve your receivables management process,
BNP Paribas offers a reconciliation solution
that leverages the Virtual IBAN product as an
unambiguous element to the set of attributes used for
reconciliation. With the capacity to allocate a unique
Virtual IBAN to each of your clients, the beneficiary
account itself will be used as an end-to-end reference
to identify the payer and/or the final beneficiary. The
Virtual IBAN will serve as additional transaction
attribute enriched in your bank statements (SWIFT
MT940/MT942, ISO20022 XML camt.053/camt.052
or domestic message formats); hence providing
additional information for the Accounts Receivable
(A/R) reconciliation. The incoming transfer is mapped
and directly booked on your physical account at
BNP Paribas thanks to the information provided by
the Virtual IBAN.
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Centralisation initiatives and streamlining the
bank account structure have become top priorities
on the agenda of many corporates and this should
optimise the corporate’s liquidity. This is exactly
what BNP Paribas’ Virtual Accounts will accomplish:
rationalise physical accounts and incentivise
centralisation. BNP Paribas offers a range of Virtual
Accounts that can be reserved to construct a variety
of hierarchy structures, from simple, single-currency
hierarchies to multi-currency, multi-level and crossborder structures. Cash visibility is increased by the
segregation of funds when linking multiple Virtual
Accounts to a physical master account. This will
allow you to have a segregated liquidity overview
at all levels for both the A/P and A/R functions, with
a consolidated single liquidity view at the top. To
further improve visibility and provide a consolidated
view of liquidity, aggregation accounts can be added
to the setup. Aggregation accounts have no Virtual
Account number and cannot be used for payments or
receivables reconciliation. They aggregate the views
of underlying Virtual Accounts and can be used to
generate more easily operational reports or provide
intra-day views on liquidity.
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Figure 2: example of Virtual IBAN in the Netherlands
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BNP Paribas can offer Virtual Accounts together with a new comprehensive “Virtual Account Management”
(VAM) platform. It allows the use of Virtual Accounts in a visible, comprehensive and personal manner that
puts your treasury in full control of the Virtual Accounts without any bank involvement. It is an overlay structure
and analytical reporting tool that is tailored to deliver a self-service experience. Creating, organising and
deleting virtual accounts can be managed by the user. When the operational setup requires the management of
Intercompany lending positions or interest allocation, a module is available that abides local and global rules.
Customise your dashboards to your preferences for a transparent view of your liquidity and cash management
and take full control of your operations.
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